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INTRODUCTION TO MOLECULAR RADIO 

ASTRONOMY FROM MILLIMETER TO 

SUBMILLIMETER AND FAR INFRARED 

 

 
 

Molecular Spectroscopy 

     What are the mechanisms 

of emitting spectral lines 

for molecules? Which kind 

of transitions are allowed? 



Or how to shock our students 



Ground Based observations of high 

Mass star forming regions 





LINE CONFUSION LIMIT REACHED. WHAT TO DO ? 

ALMA WILL BE 8 times more sensitive than the 30-m radio telescope 



Ethyl Cyanide (The Contaminator), CH3CH2CN 





Collaboration with L. Margules, I. Kleiner 

et al.  



Sym.  No  Approximate  Freq. Infrared  

Species  type of mode  Value  Value 

a' 1 CH3 d-str 3001 3001 VS 

a' 2 CH2 s-str 2955 2955 VS 

a' 3 CH3 s-str 2900 2900 S 

a' 4 CN str 2254 2254 VS 

a' 5 CH3 d-deform 1465 1465 S 

a' 6 CH2 scis 1433 1433 S 

a' 7 CH3 s-deform 1387 1387 M 

a' 8 CH2 wag 1319 1319 M 

a' 9 C-CN str 1077 1077 S 

a' 10 CC str 1005 1005 M 

a' 11 CH3 rock 836 836 W 

a' 12 CCC deform 545 545 M 

a' 13 CCN bend 226 226 M 

a 14 CH3 d-str 3001 3001 VS 

a 15 CH2 a-str 2849 2849 S 

a 16 CH3 d-deform 1465 1465 S 

a 17 CH2 twist 1256 1256 VW 

a 18 CH3 rock 1022 

a 19 CH2 rock 786 786 M 

a 20 CCN bend 378 378 M 

a 21 Torsion 222 

Possible vibrational levels 

of CH3CH2CN in Orion: 

 

21, 20, 19, 11, 12, 13 

 

21+20, 21+19, 21,  

 

12+13, …… 

 

For a vibrational temperature 

of 350 K all these levels will 

have a contribution larger than 

the isotopes 13C !!! 

 

Close collaboration with 

J.L. Alonso (Valladolid, Spain) 

and J. Pearson (JPL) 

 

many of these levels have 

been detected (in progress for 

all 

levels below 1000 cm-1) 

 

Strong perturbations, complex 

Hamiltonians 
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Evib=800 K K 

What is the role of vibrationally excited molecules in chemistry ? Slow 

reactions involving ground state species could become very fast using the 

vibrational energy reservoir to overpass possible activation barriers. 

See Agúndez et al (2010, ApJ, 713, 662)  for C+ and H2(v=1) 



Line frequencies: public and private 
                                catalogs 
 
WARNING: Frequency predictions 
can be very uncertain for frequency  
ranges outside the observed domains 
in the laboratories 



Astronomers use molecular databases to search for molecules and to identify 
molecular lines (JPL, CDMS, MADEX) 

WARNING : CHECK CAREFULLY THE REFERENCES FOR THESE PREDICTIONS 





The IRAM 30-m line survey of Orion,                                      Sevilla November 2012 15400 features 



Formation of molecules and  

molecular stability 



Electronic 

isodensity 

contours: 

+ - 



The dependency of the electronic energy of the system  

as a function of the internuclear distance has the  

following shape: 

0.85 A 

2.7 eV 

(values excluding the interaction 

between electrons and the fact 

that the two protons interact with 

the electrons) 

Experimental values:  

                                 

0.74 A and 4.7 eV    



------------------------------------------------------ 

                                                        E(HA+HB) 

IMPORTANT: 
When two H atoms collide they have some 

extra kinetic energy 

H2 cannot be formed 

in gas phase in the ISM !!!  

3-body collisions 

are required      
(3rd body will carry out 

the excess of energy) 



Once a molecule is formed… 



ONCE A MOLECULE IS FORMED THE INTERNAL 

ENERGY IS HIGHLY DIVERSIFIED  

Electronic: Energy of the electronic orbitals  

Vibrational: Energy of the vibrations of the nuclei 

around the equilibrium position  

Rotational: Energy associated to the rotation of 

an electric dipole.  

Other: unpaired electron spins or nuclear spins 

can couple with the angular momentum of the 

electric dipole rotation. Internal magnetic dipoles 

can couple with external magnetic fields, etc…  

MOST OF THESE ARE TREATED AS 

PERTURBATIONS OF THE ROTATIONAL ENERGY  



Energy, Frequency (E=h) 

Wavelength (l=c/) 

Molecular Transitions 

Rotational           Vibrational             Electronic 

 There is a hierarchy in the 

energies needed for transitions  

 However, the quantum mechanical problem is 

relatively simple only for very small molecules.  





Energy level 

diagram of the 

CO molecule 

Well, the 

whole thing 

can be very 

complicated… 

Radioastronomy 

with CO 



How to characterize molecules 
spectroscopically from astronomical data? 

• Looking for species difficult to be produced in the laboratory 

• We proceed exactely in the same way than in the laboratory 

• We identify the lines that we believe are produced by a 
molecular species (harmonic relations between the 
frequencies for linear molecules for example) 

• We assign quantum numbers to these lines 

• We check for hyperfine structure (N, H, 17O, 33S,…) 

• We fit a Hamiltonian to the observed lines 

• What accuracy can be obtained ? 

 



Frequency accuracy 

• Normally lines are gaussians with linewidths in dark 
clouds <0.5 km/s which means an accuracy in 
velocity determination of 0.05 km/s. 

• This velocity accuracy corresponds to a relative 
frequency uncertainty of 1.7 10-7  

• In some sources the linewidths can be as narrow as 
0.15 km/s. 

• Additional uncertainty due to precision on the 
velocity of the source (0.2 km/s or 6.7 10-7 relative 
frequency error) 



C6H an example of a molecule fully 
characterize in space 







SiC a molecule found in space and 
in laboratory 





NH3D+ an example of molecule 
characterized in the laboratory 

from astronomical input 



Vel (km/s)=-(-0)/0  c 





HMgNC an example of molecule 
found in laboratory as the result of a 

collaboration between 
spectroscopists and astronomers 





Metal Halides an example of an 
astronomical challenge for their 

identification when frequencies were 
already available from laboratory 

 
(The origin of MADEX !!!) 



4 series of harmonically 
Related lines found in 
IRC+10216 
 
B and D derived for these 
species from astronomical 
data 
 
1 year thinking in slightly 
asymetric species because 
D was too large (factor 10) 
 
At that time all molecules 
found in space had covalent 
bonds…… 
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G. Herzberg, "The Spectra and Structures of Simple Free Radicals 

                        An Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy"  

G. M. Barrow, "Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy"  

H. B. Dunford, "Elements of Diatomic Molecular Spectra"  

R. N. Dixon, "Spectroscopy and Structure"  

W G Richards and P R Scott "Structure and Spectra of Molecules",.  

C N Banwell and E M McCash, "Fundamentals of Molecular 

                                                                Spectroscopy",. 

J M Hollas, "Modern Spectroscopy", 3rd ed, Wiley, 1996.  

J. M. Brown, “Molecular Spectroscopy”, Oxford University Press, 

                 1998. 

I.N. Levine “Molecular Spectroscopy”, John Wiley, 1975 

D. Emerson “Interpreting Astronomical Spectra” 

Gordy and Cook, Microwave Molecular Spectra, Wiley 

Townes and Schalow, Microwave Spectroscopy, Dover 

 

 

 



ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM OF LINEAR 

MOLECULES  (basic concepts) 
From a “classical” point of view of quantum theory a molecule  

has a rotational energy proportional to the square of the angular 

momentum, J2. Hence the energy levels should have a dependency 

on J given by 
 

                        E(J)  J(J+1) 

The frequencies of the transitions (allowed transitions have 

J=±1) could be given by 

                        v(J=>J-1)  J 

From a classical point of view the angular momentum of the mole- 

cule is given by I, where I is the momentum of inertia of the mole- 

cule,   

                        I =  r2   
 

where  is the reduced mass,  =M1M2/(M1+M2), and r is the  

separation between the nuclei. 



In this “classical” approximation for the energy of a rigid molecule  

the energies can be written as 

       

                          E(J) = B J(J+1) 

 

and the frequencies as  

         

                            = 2 B (Jl+1) = 2 B Ju 
 

The constant B, the rotational constant, is given by 

                  

                           B  = ( h / 8 2 I ) = 505379.05 / I(ua Å2) MHz 

 

The rotational constant has units of Hz and is often given 

in MHz or in wavenumbers 

 

                    1cm-1= 29979.2459 MHz  30 GHz   1.4388 K 

 



This simple expresion for the energy works fine for heavy molecules. 

However, when the accuracy of the observations is large it is obser- 

ved that the frequencies of succesive rotational transitions do not  

follow this simple approximation. 

 

 ¿ WHY ? 

 

Because when molecules are rotating the nuclei are submitted to 

centrifugal forces which increase the distance between them and 

increase the momentum of inertia. 

 

The distance between the nuclei is defined by the molecular orbitals. 

We need a potential U(r) describing the energy of the system as 

a function of the internuclear distance. 
 

 



As the movement of the nuclei is much slower than those of the 

electrons we could consider that the electronic energy of the 

molecule is indepent of the vibration and of the rotation. 

 

  

This approximation (Born-Oppenheimer) allows to separate 

the total energy into electronic, vibrational and rotational 

energies, i.e., the total energy of the molecule could be written 

as a sum of terms depending on (me/MN)½ . 

 

 

The problem is to find the potential energy of the molecules, U( r ), 

describing in a reasonable way the variation of energy as a  

function of the internuclear distance.  
 



The empirical expression used in spectroscopy to fit the ro- 

vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules is 

From the spectroscopic constants it is possible to derive impor- 

tant information, through the Morse or Dunham expression 

for the potential energy, on the dissociation energy, equilibrium 

distance, etc. 



The spectra of diatomic molecules 
 

The quantum treatment of rotation, 
vibration and electronic movements 



As the movement of the nuclei is much slower than those of the 

electrons we could consider that the electronic energy of the 

molecule is independent of the vibration and rotation. 

 

 (Born-Oppenheimer approximation)  

 

 

Problem: finding the potential  

energy of the molecule, U( r ), 

describing in a reasonable way  

the variation of energy as a  

function of the internuclear  

distance for a given electronic  

state. The solution of the  

Schrödinger equation will  

depend on this potential. 
 

Potential Surfaces 



Morse Potential : 

The wave equation is then : 

Making the following changes: 



We obtain : 

For A = 0, i.e.,  J=0 it is possible to find an analitycal  

solution. In the general case the solution is given by: 

Centrifugal distortion 

Vibrational terms Undisturbed 

rotation 

Harmonic 

oscillator 
anharmonicity 

Higher order corrections 

Where: 



There is another potential proposed by Dunham.  

It is represented by a series in (r- re), where re is 

the equilibrium distance 

Where  =(r-re)/re   and   Be =h/82re
2 

 

The solution can be given as 

Where the terms Ylj are the Dunham coefficients 



and obviously, there is a 

relation between the 

Dunham coefficients and 

those obtained with the 

Morse potential 

…these terms can be calculated easily…. 



IN SUMMARY: The empirical expression used in spectroscopy 

to fit the ro-vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules is 

INVERSE PROBLEM: From spectroscopic measurements 

it Is possible to fit spectroscopic constants and from them 

it is possible to derive important information, through the 

Morse or Dunham expression for the potential energy, on 

the dissociation energy, equilibrium distance, etc. 

 
This is the main subject of papers in journals such as the                    

Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy or the Journal of Molecular Structure 



A few facts… 



Electronic transitions will connect the lowest 

vibrational level of the ground electronic 

state with several vibrational states of the 

upper electronic state. The most probable 

transition is the one having the best overlap 

in the vibrational eigen functions.  

Franck-Condon Principle 









Ejemplo: H2 y D2    

Breakdown of the Bohr-Oppenheimer approximation 









Perhaps in dark clouds infrared effects are much less important. The kinetic temperature is  

too low to pump vibrational levels.  But !!!! 
  (Moneti, Cernicharo & Pardo ApJ Letters,2001) 



All frequencies can be computed with a few constants ! 

CO in the Sun 

Frequency (cm-1) 



ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS (Yij) USED FOR FREQUENCY PREDICTIONS, LINE INTENSITIES AND ENERGIES IN MADEX 

 Y10 (cm-1) =       2169.81272147  ERROR (1sigma) =            .00000356 

 Y20 (cm-1) =        -13.28791503  ERROR (1sigma) =            .00000280 

 Y30 (cm-1) =      1.04230043E-02  ERROR (1sigma) =       8.71724663E-07 

 Y40 (cm-1) =      6.75125585E-05  ERROR (1sigma) =       1.20645180E-07 

 Y50 (cm-1) =      3.26953608E-07  ERROR (1sigma) =       8.56996098E-09 

 Y60 (cm-1) =     -5.79731191E-09  ERROR (1sigma) =       3.26608992E-10 

 Y70 (cm-1) =     -6.26610004E-10  ERROR (1sigma) =       6.34448969E-12 

 Y80 (cm-1) =      9.06043909E-12  ERROR (1sigma) =       4.92657662E-14 

 Y90 (cm-1) =     -6.17053672E-14  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y01 (MHz) =       57898.34440307  ERROR (1sigma) =            .00015568 

 Y11 (MHz) =        -524.76175591  ERROR (1sigma) =            .00041569 

 Y21 (MHz) =       1.80115040E-02  ERROR (1sigma) =       2.45807930E-04 

 Y31 (MHz) =      -4.71867991E-05  ERROR (1sigma) =       4.77632641E-05 

 Y41 (MHz) =       8.66859871E-05  ERROR (1sigma) =       4.23503613E-06 

 Y51 (MHz) =      -2.30684772E-06  ERROR (1sigma) =       1.86487796E-07 

 Y61 (MHz) =       4.56008373E-09  ERROR (1sigma) =       3.96223816E-09 

 Y71 (MHz) =      -4.00605025E-10  ERROR (1sigma) =       3.23262843E-11 

 Y02 (MHz) =       -.18351892      ERROR (1sigma) =       2.05966918E-07 

 Y12 (MHz) =       3.06017813E-05  ERROR (1sigma) =       3.10233614E-07 

 Y22 (MHz) =      -5.00667407E-06  ERROR (1sigma) =       8.34577408E-08 

 Y32 (MHz) =       7.70219531E-09  ERROR (1sigma) =       5.33917091E-09 

 Y42 (MHz) =      -2.04206155E-09  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y52 (MHz) =       7.95573653E-11  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y03 (MHz) =       1.73912087E-07  ERROR (1sigma) =       2.10858800E-10 

 Y13 (MHz) =      -4.78671372E-09  ERROR (1sigma) =       5.46158704E-11 

 Y23 (MHz) =      -1.53877206E-11  ERROR (1sigma) =       9.29239351E-12 

 Y33 (MHz) =       5.23188498E-13  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y43 (MHz) =      -4.28843372E-14  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y04 (MHz) =       1.56388520E-13  ERROR (1sigma) =       8.32772613E-14 

 Y14 (MHz) =      -2.15397911E-14  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y24 (MHz) =      -1.18564210E-16  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y34 (MHz) =      -4.36681631E-17  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y44 (MHz) =       2.08681608E-18  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y05 (MHz) =      -1.38717863E-18  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y15 (MHz) =      -1.62968088E-19  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y25 (MHz) =      -2.75517128E-21  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y35 (MHz) =       7.81937501E-23  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y06 (MHz) =      -2.32787184E-23  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y16 (MHz) =      -1.19013866E-24  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y26 (MHz) =      -1.75689536E-25  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y36 (MHz) =       7.59714424E-27  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y07 (MHz) =      -1.24275243E-28  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y17 (MHz) =      -1.19610126E-29  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 

 Y27 (MHz) =       5.06551541E-31  ERROR (1sigma) =        .00000000 



Cómo deciamos ayer …… 

 

For simple molecules we can separate 

the vibrational and rotational parts of the 

wave function as another Born-

Oppenheimer aproximation… 

 



SIMPLE CASE: ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM 

OF DIATOMIC OR LINEAR MOLECULES 

From a “classical” point of view of quantum theory a molecule  

has a rotational energy proportional to the square of the 

angular momentum, J2. Hence the energy levels should have a 

dependency on J given by 
 
                                      E(J)  J(J+1) 

 

The frequencies of the transitions could be given by 

                                      

   (J=>J-1)  J 

 

The angular momentum of the molecule is given by I, where I 

is the momentum of inertia of the molecule,   

      

    I =  r2 , : reduded mass, r: separation between the nuclei. 



In this “classical” approximation for the energy of a rigid molecule 

the energies can be written as 

       

                                  E(J) = B J(J+1) 

 

and the frequencies as  

         

                                         = 2 B Ju 
 

The constant B, the rotational constant,  

is given by 

                        B  = ( h / 8 2 I )     [frequency units] 

 

                    1cm-1= 29979.2459 MHz  30 GHz   1.4388 K 

 

The heavier the molecule, the smaller B; the rotational  

spectrum will be tighter. 
 



ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM OF CARBON MONOXIDE  



EXAMPLES : 

m(13C)=13.00335483; m(12C)=12; m(O)=15.99491464 

 

Be(
13CO)=(12CO)/(13CO)*Be(

12CO)=0.95591388*57897.5=55345.02 



ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM OF HC3N (linear)  

ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM OF HC5N (linear)  

Spectrum 

Getting 

tighter 



Selection rules J=±1 



Frank Houwing's Lecture Notes Web site! 

www.anu.edu.au/Physics/houwing/LectureNotes/ Phys3034_MolSpec/MolSpec_L2_OH.pdf  

 





































www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/OrgPage/VirtualText/Spectrpy/InfraRed/irspec1.htm#ir2 



 
In polyatomic molecules the number of 

vibrational modes can be large (HCN : three 

modes, antisymmetrical stretching, 

symmetrical stretching and bending 

 

 

The role of vibrational states  

in the pumping of the  

molecular energy levels 









   González-Alfonso & Cernicharo 1998 





Cumulenic Carbon Clusters 

   bending modes (far-IR) 

 

C3  2=63.4 cm-1 (158 m) 

 

C4  5= 1604 cm-1 (61-64 m) 

 

C5  7= 1075 cm-1 (89-98 m) 

 

C6  9= 9050 cm-1 (71-250 m) 

 

C7  11= 80 cm-1 (125 m) 

 

C8   ?? 

 

C9  15= 51 cm-1 (196 m) 

 

C10   ? (linear isomer observed) 

 
         Orden & Saykally 1998 

          Chem. Rev. 98, 2313 

 

 

 

 





More on rotational spectroscopy… 
• Diatomic or linear molecules are just a simple case  (J) 

• In general a molecule will have three principal axis 

with moment of inertia IA, IB, IC. Here we can distinguish:  

Spherical tops: IA=IB=IC        Example: Amonium ion NH4
+ 

Symmetric tops: IA=IB<IC (prolate) IA<IB=IC (oblate)   (J,K)     

Asymmetric tops: IA,IB,IC all different (Ex: H2O) (J,K+,K-)  

Unperturbed 

Hamiltonian 
Centrifugal Distortion 

Quartic Sextic 

The description of energy levels needs 3 rotational quantum 

numbers: J (main rotation quantum number ), K+ (projection of J 

on the symmetry axis of the limiting oblate symmetric top), K- 

(same projection but for the limiting prolate symmetric top) 



More on rotational spectroscopy… 
Additional quantum numbers are needed or levels 

can be missing if:   

• Electric dipole moment does not follow a principal 

axis of inertia (example HDO, µa=0.65 µb=1.73; for 

H2O µb=1.85). 

• There is an internal specular symmetry (Ex: NH3) 

• There is an internal symmetry by rotation (CH3CCH) 

• There is a nuclear spin (small degeneracy breakdown) 

• There is a magnetic dipole moment and an external 

   magnetic field. 

• There are degenerate vibrational modes (l-type doubling) 













SYMMETRIC MOLECULES 

Gordy and Cook 

“Microwave Spectroscopy” 

Chapter 6 





          

     



     







Centrifugal Distorsion 







The energies of symmetric rotor are : 

and the frequencies for a transition J=>J+1 : 









So far we have considered only the rotational spectrum of the linear 

molecules. What happens when the molecule is not linear, like 

water vapor H2O ? or when it is only symmetric but not lineal as 

ammonia, NH3   ? 

 

The energy of symmetric molecules can be easily calculated, at 

least the rotational part. The structure of the rotational levels is, 

however, very different from that of linear species. In this case, 

two principal moments of inertia are identical. 

 

When the molecule is asymmetric, like water vapor, the hamiltonian 

describing the energy of the system is very complex. No simple 

formula can be given. Selection rules allow much more rotational 

transitions. If the molecule is heavy then the three rotational cons- 

tants (A, B, C) and a few distortion constants are enough to reproduce 

the spectrum. If the molecule is very light like H2O high order correc- 

tions have to be applied (terms in J12 for example).  







The pumping of 

H2O is strongly 

affected by the dust 

grains absorption/ 

emission. 

 

Radiative transfer 

models have to in- 

clude these effects 

as they become 

crucial as soon as  

the dust opacity is 

 1. 

 
González-Alfonso et. 

al. 1998, ApJ Letters, 

502,L169 



González-Alfonso et al., 1999 



Each molecule will have different excitation mechanisms depending on: 

 

Its frequencies and rotational dipole(s) moment(s) 

 

Its collisional rates with H2, He, H, e- (depending on the media) 

 

Infrared pumping (depends on the media and the source structure and on the 

                                 dust effect on the IR photons). It depends also on the  

                                 vibrational dipole moments 

 

Its molecular abundance (opacity effects, radiative trapping) 

 

The spatial structure of the source 

 

Chemical pumping (NH3, CH3CN, ….) 


